Council debates funding for new bridge

Friedman: Cuts scrape bare bone

Justice chief Smith quits

Minorities pressure department

The ad couple

Hopefuls use forum to reap Reaganomics

Packed church gets jilted by McGovern

Lights books

WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General William French Smith is leaving the Cabinet, an administration official said Wednesday, opening the way for Benjamin Civiletti, Justice Department's former top lawyer, to become the country's chief law enforcement official.

Smith, 43, a high-profile aide to President Reagan for the past four years, had the president's ear on matters of foreign and domestic policy, Meese has said. The government last year, in 1984, the last year of his term. The government last year, in 1984, the last year of his term.
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Expert: Eaton could have caused tension

By Patricia Reuter
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The proposed World Trade Center would cost Iowa $30 million of a total cost of $47 million.

Ernie Brooks, who led the effort to bring the Iowa World Trade Center to Des Moines, said he was the only person who proposed the idea. He said he was the only person who proposed the idea.

"We just can't afford it," Brooks said. "We just can't afford it."
King's dream celebrated by group

By Jeff Eichten New York

Local residents held a breakfast at the Iowa University Memorial Union to celebrate the birthday of the dreamer himself. The event featured a tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., a discussion of his legacy, and a breakfast that reflected the spirit of his teachings.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday is observed on Jan. 15, but this year was delayed because of a Mississippi trial. The event was sponsored by the Iowa City chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). The NAACP is a civil rights organization that was founded in 1909 to promote equal rights and opportunities for African Americans.

Dr. King's legacy was celebrated through various activities, including a speech by a local NAACP leader, a viewing of a documentary film about King's life, and a call to action for social justice. The event was attended by community members of all ages, including students, educators, and community leaders.

The celebration began with a moment of silence for Dr. King, followed by a prayer led by a local religious leader. Then, a speech was delivered by a local NAACP leader, who spoke about Dr. King's legacy and the importance of continuing his work.

The event also included an screening of a documentary film about Dr. King's life and work. The film highlighted his contributions to the civil rights movement, his speeches, and his struggle for equality.

After the film, there was a discussion about the relevance of Dr. King's teachings today. The discussion was facilitated by a local community leader, who encouraged participants to think about how they could apply Dr. King's teachings to their own lives.

The event concluded with a call to action for social justice. The leaders encouraged participants to be active in their communities and to work towards creating a more equitable and just society.

The event was a powerful reminder of Dr. King's legacy and the importance of continuing his work. It was an opportunity for community members to come together and to be inspired by Dr. King's teachings.
**National news**

**Social policy not a concern, says rights commission head**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Civil Rights Commission Chairman Clarence Pendleton said yesterday that the panel would investigate the possibility that white men are being disciplined and fined for violations of civil rights laws more than black men are, even though they were charged with the same offense.

"We do not consider the question of race in the employment of people," Pendleton said at a news conference.

Right-to-life groups to unite

**Right-to-life groups to unite**

LIVERPOOL, England (UPI) - Right-to-life groups from around the world will assemble in Liverpool, England on May 9 to hold a conference with the British National Right-to-Life League.

"We want both sides to contribute," said Pendleton, referring to the conference with the British group.

**U.S.-Israeli alliance to be discussed**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - U.S. and Israeli officials plan meetings in Washington this week about the implementation of a new arms control treaty that will reduce the number of nuclear weapons.

In a statement, Secretary of State George Schultz said that the talks with Israeli officials will focus on the implementation of the treaty and the reduction of nuclear weapons.

"We have decided to proceed carefully," Schultz said. "We want both sides to contribute."
Iowa City, Iowa

William Francis Smith

Record

Petty project, daughter of Ragnar Smith, per project, in the subject of most important. This is the government's lawyer in Iowa City reporting on the legality of a moment of silence before class.

The Department also has a special case for the final exam, particularly under the leadership of William H. Interchange, an attorney general who resigned in December. It was Bailey who dropped the government's contracting policy, case against International Business Machines Corp. and put together an effort to break up AT&T.

State's attorney general oversees all attorneys and deputy chief prosecutor, and two deputy chief prosecutors.

He has been critical of making three trips to investigate international drug trafficking, including one trip to South America, to have cost more than $300,000 in services, a board of directors and taking part in a so-called all the consumer group he represents.

"I have seen how presidential campaigns are run out in this presidential campaign. This is legitimate within the limits of the Constitution and even to the point of assisting campaigns. I have seen how the government's contracting policy, case against International Business Machines Corp. and put together an effort to break up AT&T.

The local campaign office spent three to four weeks planing McGovern's stop in Iowa City and today, according to county chairmen,** McGovern will give a last-minute campaign showings in the state. Also, McGovern has more than $2 million and political candidates. They are generally well-informed, but 1 do not always think they always valuable for information.
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The right fit?

The UI is stirring about in a new suit of clothes. The educ Luz is called CADSI - was first donned by the UI last year. Nearly every student demands CADSI, and the regents do about the ethics of research for military purposes...
Drude leader threatens government

Hebert, Lebanon (UPI) — Imam Moustafa, leader of the Islamic Jamum, demanded Monday that President Assad review General Amin's recent call for a civil war that would end the regime's 27-year-old domination of Lebanon.

"We are against General Amin's recent call for the formation of a civil war," he said. "We believe that General Amin's recent call is a means to achieve his political goals and to advance his program for a civil war in Lebanon.

"We believe that General Amin's recent call is a means to achieve his political goals and to advance his program for a civil war in Lebanon.

In 1976, a committee of 12 Muslim leaders and local opposition leaders met in the town of Heliopolis, near Beirut, to discuss the possibility of forming a civil war to end the regime's domination.
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Allen Raquets rush to Super Bowl title

By Steve Berratham

The Hawkeyes are back, and they want the BIG Bowl. With good reason, as the Hawkeyes were one of the teams who showed the greatest amount of improvement this year, replacing their starting line-up, they could become one of the surprise teams of the Big Ten. The Hawkeyes started with a bang, raising a new school record in the Fourmonths exercise with a 45, and with their powerhouse line, they scored a point in every one of their four games. DUNN 84 improvement on the line, and another solid horizontal performance, but the team's best was their goal line play.

Allen applies the death blow to Redskins
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Hawkeyes' 'instincts' better Wisconsin

By Steve Berratham

In the second quarter of the Wisconsin game, the Hawkeyes scored a point in every one of their four games. DUNN 84 improvement on the line, and another solid horizontal performance, but the team's best was their goal line play.

Iowa cheers lead swimmers past Big Ten champs

By Steve Berratham

The Hawkeye Swimming team on Saturday.

The Hawkeyes scored a point in every one of their four games. DUNN 84 improvement on the line, and another solid horizontal performance, but the team's best was their goal line play.

Iowa's play and the unscheduled attack were the keys to the victory. The Hawkeyes scored a point in every one of their four games. DUNN 84 improvement on the line, and another solid horizontal performance, but the team's best was their goal line play.

Iowa's Tom Reeder ties his way to a second-place finish in the 50m-dash during the 64-46 dual meet victory over Big Ten rival Indiana on Saturday afternoon in the Field House. Coach John Patsy
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Hawkeyes swimmer's gold pin top brings out the best in Tom Reeder.

Iowa's Tom Reeder ties his way to a second-place finish in the 50m-dash during the 64-46 dual meet victory over Big Ten rival Indiana on Saturday afternoon in the Field House. Coach John Patsy

Hawkeyes swimmers gain top spots in the medal stakes by placing first, second, and third. The Hawkeyes victory swept a lane to the obtaining Big Ten swimming championships and personal performances and NCAA securing places of

Iowa 67 Wisconsin 62

Bowl, breaking the record of 100 yards, and the Hawkeyes were not able to stop them.
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No. 12 Hawks hold off Nebraska

By Steve L. gaun

Iowa下跌至第12位的原因之一是他们与俄亥俄州立大学的惨败。

Iowa at No. 12 dropped to 11-12-1 overall. The Hawkeyes were defeated by the Buckeyes in Columbus, Ohio, 10-25.

The Buckeyes, who got. their first win of the season, scored 15 of the first 20 points of the game.

Iowa was led by senior guard Chris Babb, who scored 16 points.

After the game, Babb said, "I'm not going to say we didn't deserve to lose. We just didn't play well enough to win.

"We were outplayed in every aspect of the game. We didn't execute our offense and we didn't defend well.

"We need to regroup and come back stronger next week."
Iowa drops road heartbreakers

By Thomas W. Jorgensen

IowaGuard Chris Pracht scored 21 points and 11 rebounds as the Hawkeyes withstood a furious comeback by North Carolina to win 65-55.

The Hawkeyes (20-9) avenged an earlier loss to the Tar Heels in the Big East tournament, when North Carolina rallied to win 70-67.

This time, however, Iowa was able to hold off the Tar Heels (23-7) and secure a spot in the NCAA tournament.

Junior forward Tyler Cook led Iowa with 18 points and 12 rebounds, while sophomore center Luka Garza added 10 points and 10 rebounds.

The Hawkeyes opened the game with a 12-0 run, and Cook had 10 points in the first half. Garza had 11 points and 10 rebounds.

North Carolina came back to within one point in the second half, but Iowa responded with a 10-0 run to take back control.

Cook scored 11 points in the second half, while Garza contributed 10 points and 10 rebounds.

The Hawkeyes led by as many as 20 points in the game, but North Carolina made a late push to make the final score closer.

Iowa will now prepare for its NCAA tournament matchup, which is set for March 17.
The Iowa 172.5
Illinois State 166.9
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Kinks mix humor, pranks, rock

By Alan Wong

TUESDAY NIGHT at the Cedar Rapids Railyard Friday night, Ray Davies and the Kinks made sure that they were the most pukka modulation act in the house. Davies successfully captured the spirit of the Kinks as he described his band's arrival at the Railyard. "We drove from Austin, Texas, to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in just over 12 hours. I think we were the only band to travel from Austin to Cedar Rapids in a sedan."

Davies kicked off the evening with his classic "Waterloo Sunset," which brought the crowd to their feet. "This is a great song," he said, "and it's always a crowd favorite." The next song, "The Hard Way," was a fan favorite as well, with Davies and the band playing it with great enthusiasm.

"This is a song that I wrote about my own experiences," Davies said. "I was always trying to get to the top, but I never quite made it."

Davies then turned the stage over to his bandmates, who played "Deduction" and "Long Way from Home." The crowd went wild as the band continued to perform classics such as "You Really Got Me" and "Lola.

"These songs have stood the test of time," Davies said. "They still resonate with fans around the world."

Davies ended the show with a rendition of "Dead End Street," which brought the crowd to their feet once again. "This is a song that I wrote about my experiences growing up in the suburbs," Davies said. "It's a song about the isolation and the boredom that come with living in a small town."

"I think that people can relate to this song," Davies continued. "It's a song that I still enjoy playing, and I hope that my fans enjoy it as well."

Davies thanked the crowd for their support and promised to return to Cedar Rapids soon. "I love playing in Iowa," he said. "It's a great state, and the fans are always great." With that, Davies and the Kinks took their leave of Cedar Rapids, leaving their fans with a night to remember.
'DI' cheers best of '83 TV; Smurfs get the worst of it

By Marcy Sato

Another truth has bitten the dust and now we come to bury TV. It's not that we want to; we just can't resist any more. Though history did not return to Laurene Laura and spectacular "The Love Boat" and "Charlie's Angels" to be locked and loaded, "The Love Boat" remained remarkably strong.

The Turner network has been experiencing a lot of ups and downs as it moves into Pine Valley ("Dynasty") and "High Class," "B. F. Goodrich" ("The Smurfs") and "Plastic Panic" ("Mother, Baby, Father, Unknown Syndrome"). Bill Burges has the ability to make even the most perky things seem dull, with "The Love Boat" and the "Scouts" ("The Smurfs") and the most of the world ("The Day"), it is the best of both worlds.

The "Local News" is about to be replaced by the "Anytime Gazette." Bill Burges has the talent to make even the simplest thing seem exciting, with "The Love Boat" and the "Scouts" ("The Smurfs") and the most of the world ("The Day"), it is the best of both worlds.
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THE FAMILY PHARMACISTS WHO CARE...

A variety of helpful information, services and publications designed with you in mind.

FEATURED CATEGORIES

- ORAL-B ZEIIDIUftl RUORIDE TOOTHPASTE
- 2.3 Ounc.
- Regular

- CRADLE PRICE $1.74

- SUNDAY DISH WASHING LIQUID DETERGENT
- 16 oz. Bottle

- HERSEY'S CANDY BARS
- 4 for $1

THEME STORES TO SERVE YOU

- Coralville: Hwy. Wnt. 8-8

- Muscatine: Ave. 8-8 Mon.-Fri., 9-6 Sat.

- Washington: 40th St. 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat.

- Rockford: 1-88-1-88, 1-88-1-88

- Iowa Falls: 1-88-1-88

- Cedar Rapids: Cedar Rd. 1-88-1-88

- Cedar Falls: 1-88-1-88

- Waterloo: 1-88-1-88

- Ottumwa: 1-88-1-88

- Keokuk: 1-88-1-88

- Winterset: 1-88-1-88
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